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The IoT market is inherently heterogeneous…
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… and the majority of the challenges are at the Edge.

Hundreds of protocols
Mix of IP and non-IP connectivity

Widely distributed computing nodes,
often in unsecure areas
Need for real-time response,
regardless of backend connectivity

OS fragmentation

Broad protocol
standardization
Entirely IP-based
connectivity
Wide use of APIs
Computing generally in
physically secure
locations
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Today’s Fragmented IoT Ecosystem
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Curing Customer Paralysis
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Bridging Standards with An Ecosystem of Applications
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It’s All About the APIs
•

Loosely-coupled microservices bound by common
APIs established through vendor-neutral
collaboration in Linux Foundation

•

HW- and OS- agnostic

•

Polyglot: microservices can be written in any
programing language (e.g. Java, Python, Go Lang, C)
and deployed in containers or VMs

•

Curating in open source community as a full
reference platform surrounding the core interop
framework allows granularity in API definition for key
functions

•

Once key APIs are established, entire subsections
can be replaced, combined, etc. with proprietary,
differentiated “EdgeX-compliant” versions, even
Core Services

EdgeX is architected to enable commercial
value-add around a lowest common
denominator interoperability framework.
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EdgeX Enables Tiered Fog Deployments
•

Loosely-coupled architecture enables
distribution across nodes to enable tiered
edge/fog computing

•

Scope includes embedded sensors to
controllers, edge gateways and servers

•

Quantity and function of microservices
deployed on a given node depends on the
use case and capability of hardware

•

Discrete Device Services can be run on
capable smart sensors/systems and
communicate directly with other backend
systems, including the cloud
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Benefits to Key IoT Stakeholders
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Target Bi-Annual Release Roadmap
In order to provide EdgeX consumers with a predictable foundation to base their commercial offerings on it is the goal of the TSC to outline key release themes at
least 12 months in advance and to plan features to be delivered in a given release 6 months in advance. As with any open source software project, delivery of
planned features is based on priority and available developer bandwidth.
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‘Barcelona’ Release

‘California Preview’

‘California’ Release

‘Delhi’ Release

(Released Oct 20 2017)

(Jan 2018)

(June 2018)

(Oct 2018)

• First integration of security and
manageability APIs

• Additional security and
manageability extensions

• Improved fit and finish, more
Export and Device Services

• High performance message bus
option

• Intended as first product-quality
OSS foundation for commercial
differentiation and field
deployments

• Extensions for distributed/ fog
computing

• Drop-in Go Lang
• Improved fit and finish,
microservice
formalized Core Service APIs,
replacements
additional Device and Export
demonstrating
Services, test apparatus
reduced footprint and
• Intended to ramp developer
higher performance
engagement and PoCs with
end customers for feedback • Stretch goal: C-based
Device Service SDK
and further hardening

• Beginning of EdgeX certification
program
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Planned EdgeX Security Modules
•
•

•

Elements in purple to be partially
completed in California release

Modules in four main categories to be built as part of the EdgeX foundation
Phased development approach, based on priority for securing overall stack
1. Define standards to leverage and API requirements for each module
2. Develop lean reference implementations for the open source code
As with rest of platform, security reference modules will be replaceable with proprietary value-add
Data Protection
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Encrypted
Storage

DIT
Encrypted
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Key
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Data
Protection
Policy

Guidelines

Identity and Access

Operational Security

Access
Management
(Least Privilege)

Administration
Local and Remote

Security
Monitoring

Audit

Authentication

Identity and
Access
Policy

SW Update
Management

Attestation

Chain of Trust

Operational
Security
Policy

Identity
Management

Privacy
Inbound Secure
Reverse Proxy

Secure Autoconfiguration
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Opportunities for Proprietary Performance Extensions
•

•
•

Targeted at real time use cases requiring low footprint (e.g. <10MB), high streaming bandwidth,
and predictable low latency cycle times (e.g. <10ms)
Enabled via lightweight, EdgeX-compliant instances of Core Services and pluggable high
performance data/message bus for intercommunication between microservices
Fully compatible with baseline version of EdgeX to benefit from broader ecosystem
EdgeX-compliant highperformance data bus as
an alternative to baseline
REST intercommunication
between services

Lightweight, high performance version of Core Services leveraging the key EdgeX APIs at
the perimeter. Entire core could even be compressed to a proprietary C-based binary and
still benefit from plug-in EdgeX-compliant services from the community.
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Backed by 70+ Members

With more in process!

Engagement Options
• Project is a technical meritocracy. Anyone can contribute to or use the EdgeX
Foundry code for free.

• Technical Steering Committee (TSC) and Working Group (WG) meetings are open to
the public
• TSC and WG Chairs in addition to code committers and maintainers are voted in
based on technical acumen and alignment to project tenets. This ensures robustness
and stability in the architecture, technology choices, roadmap and code base.
• Joining as a paid project member affords maximum influence over project direction
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Oil & Gas example
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Key Project Links
Access the code:
https://github.com/edgexfoundry
Access the technical documentation:
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org
Access technical video tutorials:
https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/EdgeX+Tech+Talks

EdgeX Blog:
https://www.edgexfoundry.org/news/blog/
Join an email distribution:
https://lists.edgexfoundry.org/mailman/listinfo
Join the Rocket Chat:
https://chat.edgexfoundry.org/home

Become a project member:
https://www.edgexfoundry.org/about/members/join/

Thank You!
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